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Eplett [3] has recently observed a striking identity (14) for Shapiro’s Catalan 
triangle [lo]. The latter, as noted in [7], is a renewal array. We show that, with 
any renewal array, another renewal array may be associated in several equivalent 
ways and that there is a duality between arrays so associated. As part of this 
equivalence and duality, we obtain a simple proof of a generalization of Eplett’s 
identity which holds in any renewal array. Moreover, we find that there is a 
corresponding duality between certain pairs of familiar sequences of combinator- 
ial interest. 
For a sequence u = {I.+, : n 3 0}, we introduce the generating functions: 
U(x) = 1 L&x”; U,(x) = 1 + hxU(x). 
VIZ=0 
Now, if 
f&J= 1; fo=O, 
(1) 
(2) 
then the recurrence relation 
U, = ~ fi~-i, n sO, (3) 
i=O 
or, in terms of generating functions, the equation 
U(x) = 1+ F(x) U(x) (4) 
allows us to determine recursively the sequences u and f from one another. For 
sequences u and f satisfying (2), we refer to (3) or (4) as the renewal decomposition 
of u. As Eplett [3] noted, we have such a renewal decomposition (3) if and only if 
f,, = (-l)“-‘det U, n 2 1, (5) 
where U = (kTi) is the n by n matrix with entries 
4.i = { 
ui-i+l, lsiGj+l<n; 
0, l<j+l<i<n. 
The renewal array generated by a sequence b = {b, : n ~0) is the triangular 
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array 9 =hk : O=zksn} where 
1 bn.kxn-k = (B(x))~+‘, k 30. (f-5) 
IIBO 
(See [7] for a general account of renewal arrays and decompositions and [4; Ch. 
l] for their role in probability theory.) 
The following theorem extends Eplett’s identity to general renewal arrays, at 
the same time revealing an interesting duality between a given renewal array and 
one defined in terms of it. 
Theorem. Let 93 be the renewal array generated by b. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) B,(x) = 1 + AxV(x, A)&(x); 
(ii) V(x; -A) = 1 +hxB(x)V,(x; -A); 
(iii) B(x) = V(x; A)(1 + AxB(x)); 
(iv) V(x; A) = B(x)(l- AxV(x; A)); 
(v) v,,(A) =cknZo (-A)kb,,k, n 20; and 
(vi) b, =~!l=OAkV,,.k(h), nS0 
where vA = {v,.k (A) : 0 S k S n} is the renewal array generated by the sequence 
v* ={v,(A) : n>O} and we write 
v(x; A)= c v,(A)x”. 
?IZ=O 
Remark 1. The renewal array vk may be defined in terms of ‘B by means of any 
one of (i)-(vi). The theorem then shows that these methods are all equivalent and 
that, in view of any of the pairings (i) with (ii) (renewal decompositions); (iii) with 
(iv) (factorizations); or (v) with (vi) (identities), there is a duality between the two 
arrays S and YfA. 
Remark 2. The arrays $B and 7f* have, moreover, natural interpretations in terms 
of each other. From (v), V(x; -A) is the generating function of the (A-weighted) 
rows sums u,(-A) of the array 5% and (ii) is then just the decomposition for the row 
sums of B noted, in the case A = 1, in [7; (lo)]. Again (compare [7] and [9]), 
renewal arrays may be interpreted in terms of restricted lattice paths with 
weighted diagonal steps and (i) is then a passage decomposition for paths to points 
on the main diagonal in terms of such paths which, in addition, have no returns to 
the diagonal after only one horizontal and one vertical step (or, alternatively, no 
steps along the main diagonal). Those interpretations are duals of one another. 
Remark 3. Eplett [3] shows, in a special case, that the identity (v) follows from 
the renewal decomposition (i) by means of the determinant criterion (5) and this 
proof works more generally. Thus we refer to (v) as Eplett’s identity for renewal 
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arrays. However, we proceed independently and more directly on the lines of [7], 
the introduction of (iii) as an intermediate step between (i) and (v) considerably 
simplifying the proof. 
Proof of Theorem. (i) e (iii) and (ii) e (iv), in view of (1); and (iii) e (iv), by a 
simple manipulation. Using the defining property (6) of renewal arrays and 
geometric series expansions, we have (iii) e (v) and (iv) e (vi). 
Note that, although (i)-(vi) are thus equivalent, in examples it may be easier to 
identify or establish some before others. 
Examples. 
We now discuss some examples of the theorem which involve the Catalan 
numbers [l; pp, 53, 76, 821. The nth Catalan number C,, is given by 
c,=L 2n n30, 
( ) n+l n’ 
(7) 
and the generating function for this sequence satisfies the well known functional 
equation 
C(x) = 1+ x(C(x))‘. (8) 
The Fine numbers D,, appearing in [lo], are related to the Catalan numbers by 
the Shapiro identity (see [lo] and [9; II, §7]) 
C,, =2D,+D,-,, nal, (9) 
where D, = 1. Other relations between these sequences are 
C(x) = D(x)(l +xC(x)); (10) 
and 
D(x) = (C(X))~(~ -2xD(x)), (11) 
for which proofs are given in [9; II, 071 and [lo; p. 891, [5, p. 931 respectively ((9), 
(10) and (11) are all equivalent in view of (8)). 
Example 1. The ballot numbers, c,,k, 0s k s n, (see [l; pp. 22, 801) given by 
(compare (7)) 
form the renewal array generated by the sequence of Catalan numbers. Taking 
B(x) = C(x) and A = 1 in the theorem, (ii) and (iii) are given by (8) and (10) 
respectively. As examples of Eplett’s identity (v) we have: 






A=-1: cn = i %.k> n SO, 
k=O 
the latter being the well known result for the row sums of the array of ballot 
numbers. 
Example 2. Shapiro’s Catalan triangle {B,,k : 1 Sk < n} is the renewal array 
generated by the sequence {C,, : n 2 1) (see [lo], [7]). By (8), the generating 
function of this sequence is (C(x))‘. It follows that 
Bn.ic = Cn+k-l.Zk-l, 
showing that the Catalan triangle is a sub-array of the array of ballot numbers. 
Now take B(x) = (C(X))~ or, in view of (8), B’(x) = C(x) in the theorem. Then 
(i) for A = 1 is (8), while (iv) for A = 2 is (11). The corresponding examples of 
Eplett’s identity (v) are 
and 
A=l: CT-, = i (-l)k-‘B,.k, n 2 1; (14) 
k=l 
A =2: one1 = i (-2)k-‘B,.k, n 2 1. (15) 
k=l 
Further, the dual Eplett identity (vi) for A = 1 is (13). It was (14) which Eplett 
observed in [3]: the theorem shows that this is equivalent to (8). 
Example 3. Let {d,,k : 0 s k s n} be the renewal array generated by the sequence 
Dn : n SO} of Fine numbers and take B(x) = D(x) in the theorem. Then, from 
(10) and (ll), Eplett’s identities (v) for A = 1 and 2 respectively in this case are 
cn = 2 dn.k; c,+, = i 2md,,k9 nao, 
k=O k=O 
these being the duals of (12) and (15) respectively. (These identities do not appear 
to have been noted previously.) There is thus a (twofold) duality between the Fine 
and Catalan numbers. 
Examples 4 and 5. The Motzkin numbers m,, n 3 0, (see [2, V; p. 3091) and the 
Schroder numbers r,,, n >O, (see [l; pp. 56,821, [6]) are closely related to the 
Catalan numbers, in terms of which they are defined as follows: 
[n/21 
mn= C i=. (,J)Gi r, =i% (Zn-‘)G-i~ nz4. 
Associated in turn with these numbers are other numbers ?/n, s, and sz, n 30, 
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given by (see [2], [6] and compare (9)): 
m,=y,+y,-,, nS0; YO=l; 
* 1 s,-1 = S” = y,, na1; so= 1. 
Several renewal decompositions and factorizations for these sequences have 
been noted (see, for example, [9; I, (14)], [6; (5), (31), (33)]), all of which are 
equivalent to the functional equations (see [2; (l)], [6; (4)] and compare (8)): 
M(x) = 1+ x&f(x) + x’(M(x>)2; R(x)= l+xR(x)(l+R(x)). 
Since less attention has hitherto been given to the corresponding examples of 
Eplett’s identity, we set out below some of these in an obvious notation, the 
theorem allowing the easy recovery of the equivalent decompositions and factori- 
zations: 
s*= ” m.k i r, = i (-l)ksz+k, n ZO; 
k=O k=O 
s, = i (-2)ks;.,; s; = i zks,,k, n 30. 
k=O k=O 
These identities also reveal a duality between the Motzkin and Schroder numbers 
and their associates which parallels that noted in Example 3 between the Catalan 
and Fine numbers. 
The results discussed in Examples l-5 may be generalized to the families of 
arrays in [7]. It would be interesting to have additional combinatorial interpreta- 
tions of the identities examined here. 
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